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INTRODUCTION
Losing weight can feel like an uphill 
struggle, but it shouldn’t be complicated! 
That’s why we’ve put together this simple, 
no-nonsense guide to get you started. Our 
nutritionists and exercise experts have 
collaborated to bring you the best advice 
about setting up a fat loss diet, choosing 
the right supplements, beating cravings, 
and moving your body to lose weight in a 
healthy way. 

By the end of this book, you’ll be fired up 
and ready to go, armed with the most 
accurate information about getting in 
shape with absolutely no fads.

PhD is with you all the way! 
Ready to get going?
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SETTING YOUR GOAL
The first important step is getting clear on 
exactly what you want to achieve. Everyone 
will have a different goal. Your journey is 
unique.

Take 10 minutes to ask yourself some 
important questions: 

1. Why do I want to lose weight?
2. How will life be different when I reach my
    goal?
3. How long am I giving myself for this
    journey?
4. Where am I right now in regards to that
    goal?
5. What obstacles might be in my way?
6. How can I start to move forwards
    towards the goal?
7.  When will I make the first step?

Your answers will form a road map. Keep 
them somewhere safe so you can refer back 
to it.

As you embark on this fat loss journey, 
remember your “why”. Surround yourself 
with positive, empowering people who lift 
you up. Keep a note of all your successes – 
even the small ones. Looking back on your 
progress is really rewarding.

It’s important to anticipate bumps in the 
road. Put strategies in place to remove or 
minimise these from the beginning. For 
example, if you know some foods are too 
tempting to resist, don’t buy them (or keep 
them out of sight if you share your kitchen).

Set yourself up for success by getting 
everything in place so you can hit the 
ground running.

OK, now let’s learn the truth about fat loss!
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WHAT IS FAT LOSS?
In this book, we’ll talk about “fat loss” more 
than “weight loss”. That’s because, as sports 
nutrition experts, we know that the quality 
of weight loss is important. Your body is 
made up of bone, muscle, water, essential 
protective fat, and excess fat under the 
skin. It’s this subcutaneous fat that we need 
to focus on. After all, you definitely don’t 
want to lose weight from your bone density 
or from your healthy muscle tissue!

Losing body fat comes down to the 
mathematical equation of “calories in 
vs calories out”. You might have heard it 
referred to as a calorie deficit. 

This calorie deficit can be achieved by 
eating less than you burn, or by burning 
more than you eat (or a bit of both). What’s 
important is creating that “gap” of energy, 
which will lead to fat loss.

In this book, we will look at the two sides of 
the calorie deficit coin: nutrition (calories 
in) and activity (calories out). But we can’t 
forget the other things that can affect your 
fat loss success: human behaviour. After all, 
we aren’t robots.

As you move through this journey, pay 
attention to your energy levels, moods, and 
triggers. The aim is to enjoy the process, 
and to stay consistent. As soon as anything 
in life knocks you off balance, make a note 
of it and put strategies in place to get back 
on track and protect your goal.
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THE DIET MINDSET
Losing weight is an exciting goal, but it can be a challenge. After all, modern life seems 
set up to entice us with food at every turn. But you can do it, and we’re here to support 

you. Before we go any further, let’s look at the most common dieting pitfalls
 – and how to banish them from the beginning.

1. A RESTRICTIVE DIET.
The best fat loss diets are sustainable. 
If you can’t see yourself eating this 
way for more than a few weeks, it’s 
not a good approach. Don’t follow any 
plan that uses the word “bad” about 
foods, or says you need to restrict 
specific things. 

2. CALORIES TOO LOW.
Yes, you need a calorie deficit to 
lose weight. But your body and brain 
need a surprising number of calories 
to function. Reducing calories too 
low can have significant health 
implications, including to bone health, 
impaired menstrual function in 
women, and testosterone in men. 

3. UNREALISTIC PLANNING.
If your diet plan tells you to eat weird 
foods, fad ingredients, or expensive 
“fat loss” foods, find another 
approach. Dieting for fat loss simply 
means eating a bit less. You should 
still be able to have the foods you 
enjoy cooking and eating.

4. A BORING DIET.
Dieting does not mean forcing 
down dry chicken breasts, plain 
rice, and your most-hated veggies. 
Make sure you eat a wide variety of 
protein sources, wholegrains, beans 
and pulses, vegetables and root 
vegetables, fruits, and berries. Use 
plenty of herbs and spices.
 

5. NOT ENOUGH TIME.
Make sure you have an appropriate 
timeframe for your goal. If you only 
want to diet for a few weeks, that’s 
fine – but accept that you probably 
won’t lose a lot in that time. On the 
other hand, losing more weight will 
take longer.

6. UNDERESTIMATING THE 
IMPORTANCE OF PROTEIN.
Protein is the most helpful 
macronutrient for fat loss dieting. Not 
only does it help you hang on to that 
shapely muscle, but it fills you up and 
actually stops you feeling as hungry. 
We’ll talk more about protein later.

7. STRUGGLING WITH CRAVINGS.
Most people get some kind of food 
cravings when they are dieting, 
especially when you throw hormones 
into the mix. The trick lies in 
managing them (by recognising your 
triggers) and anticipating them (by 
having healthier cravings-busters in 
the house). We’ll give you some great 
suggestions at the end of this book.

8. UNHEALTHY SNACKING.
There’s nothing wrong with snacking 
(it’s just another way of consuming 
calories), but if you regularly overeat 
then this will impact your diet success. 
Choose healthier snacks that hit the 
spot without tipping you out of your 
calorie deficit. Keep reading for our 
selection of delicious high-protein, 
low-sugar snacks.
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YOUR STRATEGY
STEP 1: KNOW YOUR CALORIE NEEDS

How many calories do you need to 
eat to lose weight? Start by figuring 
out how many calories you burn on a 
normal day. This is called your TDEE 
(total daily energy expenditure). 

Your TDEE is made up of a few factors: 

• Your BMR (basal metabolic rate)
   - the energy your body needs to
   perform basic biological functions
   and stay alive. 
• + your NEAT (non-exercise activity
   thermogenesis) - the calories you
   burn being active and moving about 
• + your exercise calories. 
• + TEF (thermic effect of food) - the
   energy you use digesting food.

The two numbers you need to know 
are your BMR as this is very minimum 
number of calories your body can 
survive on even if you lay in bed all 
day doing nothing, and your TDEE is 
this reflects how many calories your 
body needs day-to-day.

The Harris Benedict formula is a 
great way to calculate your personal 
numbers. We recommend this link.

STEP 2: CREATE A CALORIE DEFICIT

Now you know how many calories
you currently need, it’s time to create 
that calorie deficit.

A healthy weight loss target is 0.7% of 
your bodyweight per week:

50kg bodyweight = lose 0.3kg 
per week

60kg bodyweight = lose 0.4kg 
per week

70kg bodyweight = lose 0.5kg 
per week

Start by reducing your daily calories by 
15%-20% of your current TDEE.

If your TDEE has come out at 2500, 
this would mean aiming for 2000 
calories (20% of 2500 calories is 500 
calories). 
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that calorie deficit.

A healthy weight loss target is 0.7% of 
your bodyweight per week:

50kg bodyweight = lose 0.3kg 
per week

60kg bodyweight = lose 0.4kg 
per week
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per week
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15%-20% of your current TDEE.

If your TDEE has come out at 2500, 
this would mean aiming for 2000 
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STEP 3: MEAL TIMING AND MACROS

There is no perfect way to construct 
a diet. The two most important 
factors are your calorie deficit, and 
consistency.

Stick to your normal pattern of meal 
frequency and timing. If you usually 
have 3 meals a day, keep to that. If 
you prefer 5-6 mini-meals, carry on 
with that pattern. Just make sure you 
divide your diet calories up across your 
meals.

Aim for a 40/40/20 split where 40% 
of your calories are from protein, 40% 
from carbohydrates, and 20% from 
fats. You can do this by using an app 
like MyFitnessPal to track your food. 

STEP 4: TRACK AND ADJUST

Keep track of your energy, mood, 
hunger, and sleep. If you are losing 
weight too fast or you’re struggling 
to stick to your diet, add a few more 
calories back in so you are on a 15% 
deficit.

Don’t forget to revisit your TDEE as you 
lose weight – because lighter bodies 
burn less energy. As you lose weight, 
your BMR will go down, so you’ll need 
to adjust your diet calories so you 
don’t hit a plateau.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PROTEIN
There are three macronutrients: protein, 
carbohydrates, and fats. Each one plays a 
different role in how your body uses energy, 
but protein has a unique part to play in fat 
loss.

As we said in the last section, make sure you 
are eating sufficient protein (whether you 
are dieting or not). This means around 40% 
of your calories, or roughly 1.5g – 2g per kg 
bodyweight.

What might this look like? If your dieting 
calories are 1750, then 40% of them (700 
calories) will come from protein. Protein 
contains 4 calories per gram. This means 
aiming for 175g protein per day. Note this 
isn’t the weight of the food – it’s the content 
of the macronutrient in grams.

If you prefer to calculate it by your 
bodyweight, it might look like this. If you 
weigh 68kgs, your protein should be 1.5g – 2g 
per kilo. That’s 102g – 136g protein per day.

Why is protein so important, and why do 
we pay attention to keeping our intake high 
when dieting?

TEF (THERMIC EFFECT OF FOOD)
Your body uses calories to digest and absorb 
food, but protein uses the most energy of 
all. Plenty of research has been done in this 
area, and it’s thought that protein may 
increase your metabolic rate by 15-30% 
(compared to 5-10% for carbohydrates and 
0-3% for fats). That’s big! By keeping your 
protein intake high as you diet, you’ll burn 
more calories.

SATIETY (FEELING FULL)
This thermic effect, plus the fact that 
protein takes longer to digest, means a 
higher protein diet will actually help you feel 
full. That’s important when you’re dieting to 
lose weight. Eating more protein can help 
you stick to your diet, staving off hunger 
and even beating cravings. Especially if 
you choose a high-protein snack like our 
amazingly tasty Diet Whey bars!

MAINTAINING LEAN TISSUE
Protein is the key macronutrient for 
maintaining lean muscle tissue. This is 
important during a fat loss diet – the more 
lean muscle you have, the more calories 
you will burn even at rest. And of course, it’s 
that lovely lean muscle that will build the 
svelte shape to be revealed from your fat 
loss phase.
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PORTION SIZES
We’ve talked about how to calculate 
your calories so you can eat in a calorie 
deficit and start losing weight. We’ve run 
through how to split those calories into 
macronutrients, so you can begin to design 
your best-ever fat loss eating plan.

But what if you really don’t want to weigh 
or measure your food?

Whilst there are big benefits to tracking 
your food for a short amount of time, some 
people just don’t want to – and that’s fine. 
Remember, you’re designing a fat loss 
approach that works for you.

One of the most effective changes you can 
make to the way you eat is to look at your 
portion sizes. Most people simply eat too 
much (that’s why they may be struggling 
to lose weight) either through “mindless 
eating” like snacking, or through large 
portion sizes.

Use this simple guide to moderate your 
portion sizes for weight loss:

Protein portion: the size of your palm
Carbohydrate portion: your cupped hand
Fat portion: the size of your thumb
Eat as many vegetables as you like!
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DISCOVER THE
DIET WHEY

RANGE
Our Diet Whey range has been specifically designed to make 

dieting for fat loss easier (and tastier!)

Diet Whey is our incredible whey protein 
powder which mixes up to taste just like 
a milkshake. Seriously, you’ll be amazed 
(other diet whey products are watery 
and leave you wanting more). At under 
100 calories per serving, it will satisfy 
your sweet tooth and leave you feeling 
full without too many calories. And did 
we mention it comes in 13 incredible 
flavours including Birthday Cake, Cherry 
Bakewell, and Salted Caramel?

We’ve added fat burning ingredients like 
CLA, green tea extract, and l-carnitine 
so Diet Whey really does support your 
diet efforts throughout the day.

DIET WHEY POWDER

DIET WHEY BARS
Fancy a treat? Our Diet Whey Bars are 
out of this world with an indulgent, 
triple-layered consistency and real 
chew factor. But they’re still less than 
200 calories per bar! These have added 
fat burning ingredients too so you can 
be actively supporting your diet whilst 
enjoying a truly yummy treat.

Available in: Birthday Cake, Chocolate 
Peanut Butter, Dark Chocolate Mocha, 
Double Chocolate Brownie, Salted 
Caramel, Triple Chocolate cookie.
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DIET PLANT POWDER

If you’re a vegan or just like to eat a 
plant-based diet, our Diet range has 
plenty for you to choose from. Our Diet 
Plant protein powder has less than 100 
calories per serving plus CLA, l-carnitine 
and green tea extract. It’s the same 
effective formulation as Diet Whey, just 
with plant protein instead of whey.

DIET PLANT BARS
You’ll also love our Diet Plant Bars which 
are under 200 calories each and made 
with plant protein. They come in three 
delicious flavours and taste better than 
any regular chocolate bar or snack treat 
– you’ll see!
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SUPPLEMENTS
We recommend adding a couple of 
specific supplements to your daily diet 
when fat loss is the goal.

CLA is a naturally occurring fatty acid 
which supports fat loss in two key ways. 
It actually reduces the size of the fat 
cells, and it increases satiety (how full 
you feel) so you’ll be less likely to over 
eat or snack between meals. Just take 1 
capsule with each meal. 

Then there’s Lean Degree which is 
packed with lots of ingredients that work 
in different ways to set your body up 
to use fat as fuel. The ingredient citrus 
aurantium is thermogenic and helps 
boost your metabolism, l-carnitine which 
helps shuttle the fat to the mitochondria 
to be used for fuel, dandelion root helps 
prevent bloating or storing water, and 
cinnamon extract to support stabilising 
blood sugar levels. 

Lean Degree is available in a stimulant-
free and maximum strength version. 
Take one serving in the morning to 
kickstart your day, and one serving 
before exercise.
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LOW CALORIE SNACKS
Snacking can be part of a fat loss diet – you 
just need to make nutritious choices which 
fill you up. Go for high-protein options that 
give lots of “bang for your buck”. Here are 
some quick and easy snacks to enjoy.

• PhD Diet Whey and Diet Plant bars: these
   bars have to be tasted to be believed
   (how can a diet bar be so indulgent?)
    
With their triple-layer design, crispy and 
chewy texture, and added fat burning 
ingredients these bars are the best way to 
treat yourself for less than 200 calories.

• Protein smoothie: blend a scoop of Diet
   Whey with water and ice cubes (add
   a pinch of xantham gum to make your
   smoothie into icecream)

• Beef jerky: high in protein and very low
   in carbohydrates, ideal on the go savoury
   snack.

• Greek yoghurt: choose real Greek yoghurt
   (not Greek style) and check the label for
   higher protein options (8g-10g per 100g). 

• Egg muffins: mix eggs or liquid egg whites
   with chopped vegetables, pour the miX
   into muffin cases, bake and cool

• Chicken dippers: cut chicken breasts into
   strips, season, and bake. Serve with a
   high-protein dip like homemade hummus. 

• Baked chickpeas: sprinkle cooked or
   canned chickpeas with seasoning and
   bake in a hot oven until browned.
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QUICK & EASY

RECIPES
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SALTED CARAMEL 
ENERGY BALLS
Makes 12 balls
Kcal 99
Fat 4.9g
Carbs 7.9g
Protein 5.6g

INGREDIENTS
• 100g smooth peanut butter (runny kind)
• 70g maple syrup
• 50g diet whey plant salted caramel 
• 40g porridge oats
• 1 tbsp chia seeds

METHOD
Add all the ingredients to a food processor 
along with 2-3 tbsp water. Blitz for a few 
minutes until a dough forms.
Roll into 12 even balls, place on a plate and 
refrigerate until required.

 

CHERRY BAKEWELL
OVERNIGHT OATS
Serves 1
Kcal 401
Fat 6.4g
Carbs 47.2g
Protein 33.1g

INGREDIENTS
• 40g porridge oats
• 100g 0% greek yogurt
• 1 scoop diet whey cherry Bakewell
• 120ml unsweetened almond milk
• 100g frozen or fresh cherries, pitted

METHOD
1. In a large bowl, mix together, oats, greek
   yogurt, protein powder and almond milk until
   combined.
2. Add a layer of cherries to the bottom of a
   serving dish, then spoon over the oat mixture. 
3. Top with remaining cherries.
4. Place in the fridge overnight to set.
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ETON MESS PANCAKES
Serves 1-2 (makes 6-8 pancakes)
Kcal 470
Fat 8.5g
Carbs 64.3g
Protein 31g

INGREDIENTS
• Oil spray, for frying
• Half a banana
• 25g smart plant protein Eton mess
• 50g self raising flour
• 1 tsp bicarbonate soda
• 120ml unsweetened almond milk
To serve-
• 100g strawberries
• 5g smart plant protein Eton mess
•100g coconut yogurt

METHOD
1. Add the banana to a bowl and mash
   until puree. Add the protein powder,
   flour, bicarbonate soda and milk and   
   beat until a thick mixture forms.
2. Place a large frying pan on a medium
    high heat. Once hot spray with oil
    spray, then add a large tablespoon of
    mixture to the pan. Cook for 2 minutes
    before flipping and cooking for a
    further 2 minutes.
3. Stack the pancakes between a layer of
    sliced strawberries. 
4. Top the stack with coconut yogurT
    mixed with remaining 5g protein
    powder and remaining strawberries.
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PEANUT BUTTER
BROWNIES
Serves 12
Kcal 171
Fat 12.2g
Carbs 6.7g
Protein 7.1g

INGREDIENTS
100g unsalted butter, melted
75g peanut butter
75ml maple syrup
100g egg whites
50g cocoa powder
50g phd smart protein peanut butter cup
1 tsp baking powder
Pinch of salt
150ml unsweetened almond milk
30g smart white chocolate blondie 
peanut butter

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 180°c and line a
    small square tin with parchment.
2. Add the melted butter, peanut butter
   and maple syrup to a large bowl and
   beat until combined.
3. Add the egg whites and beat again
   until fully incorporated.
4. In a separate bowl, add the cocoa
    powder, protein powder, baking powder
    and salt, then stir together. 
5. Tip the dry ingredients into the wet,
    followed by the almond milk and stir
    until everything is thoroughly
    combined.
6. Spoon into prepared tin. Dot small
    teaspoons of smart peanut butter to
    the top of the batter and swirl through
    using a knife or skewer.
7. Bake for 20 minutes. Leave to cool in
    the tin before removing and slicing.
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MOVEMENT & ‘NEAT’
So far, we’ve talked about diet and 
nutrition, but what about the other 
side of the fat loss coin: activity?

Remember back at the start of 
this book where we told you how to 
calculate your daily calories? Your 
TDEE (total daily energy expenditure) 
is made up of your BMR (basal 
metabolic rate) which you can’t really 
do much to change, plus your activity.

Let’s look at how to boost your activity 
levels to burn more fat.

Exercise sessions like lifting weights, 
doing cardio, and using your 
resistance bands are great ways to 
burn more calories. But did you know 
that “official” workouts don’t burn as 
many calories as your NEAT?

NEAT stands for non-exercise activity 
thermogenesis – that’s any movement 
and activity you do during the day 
(not exercise). If you boost your 
NEAT levels, you can expect to burn 
hundreds of extra calories every day.

The more you move, the more calories 
you burn. Someone who is more 
active will have higher NEAT levels 
and burn more calories than someone 
of the same size and weight who 
is sedentary. It really pays off to be 
active!

- Use a standing desk
- Walk to work or to the station
- Walk at lunchtime
- Wash your car instead of using a car
   wash
- Do a grocery shop instead of online
   or click & collect
- Start a home improvement project
- Vacuum the house
- Take the dog out around the block
- Embrace DIY and garden chores!
- Think “how can I be more active”

Experts think NEAT calories can 
contribute up to 15% of your TDEE 
(total daily energy expenditure). Let’s 
get moving to lose more weight!
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GUIDE TO BUILDING
A WORKOUT PROGRAMME

World renowned trainer and fitness 
expert Luke Worthington talks you 
through exactly how to design a 
sustainable, effective workout to tone 
up and lose weight. 

The best workout programme is the 
one you can follow consistently three 
times a week, 52 weeks of the year.

Someone following an average 
program consistently throughout the 
year will achieve better results than 
another person following the most 
scientifically advanced program 7 
days a week for 6 weeks… then giving 
up.   

January is a classic time for falling 
into that trap – so let’s make sure 
you know how to exercise in a fun, 
enjoyable way you’ll maintain all year 
round!

Luke’s five Pillars of Wellness 
• Muscular Strength
• Mobility & Motor Control
• Aerobic Capacity 
• Body Composition
• Emotional Wellbeing 
.
Want to know the one activity you can 
do that has a benefit to all five?

Strength training (or training against 
resistance)

This is the one form of exercise that 
has a measurable impact on all five 
aspects of health and fitness, and 
so should be the cornerstone to your 
fitness programme.

We know that strength training 
helps us get stronger.  But building 
core strength and stability is key to 
improving mobility too!  

All forms of aerobic (or 
cardiovascular) training  - whether 
it’s going for a run or taking part 
in a HIIT class – involve multiple 
repetitions of the same action over 
and over again.  Strength training 
helps your body have the resilience to 
do this without damaging itself.

Improving body composition is a 
case of decreasing the amount of 
body fat relative to muscle mass.  As 
we’ve already explained in this book, 
reducing body fat requires being in a 
calorie deficit. But strength training 
(along with adequate protein intake) 
is essential for preserving your lean 
tissue whilst reducing your body fat.  

Strength training lets you set 
and achieve tangible goals: like 
completing your first pull-up, or 
getting a new personal best squat. 
Research tells us that achieving 
measurable and goals builds 
buy in and increases feelings of 
contentment. And this is going to 
improve consistency!
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HOW TO DESIGN A PROGRAMME
The human body can only move in a set number of ways, and activity we do 

is either one of those fundamental movements or a combination of them 
back to back.

THE 7 FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENTS

1. Squat
 Think of the action of sitting on a chair and standing up from it again, 

moving your hips up and down 

2. Hinge
 What you would do when lifting up an object from the floor by 

bending your hips. All of the deadlift movements would fit in here

3. Horizontal Push
 Push ups, bench press, and anything pushing your arms straight out 

in front of you

 4. Horizontal Pull
 Any action pulling your arms straight towards you, so any form of row  

- whether with weights, or bodyweight using equipment like a TRX

 5. Vertical Push
 Lifting anything directly overhead, your classic shoulder press would 

go here, as would something as advanced as a handstand!

 6. Vertical Pull
 At the more advanced end this would be a pull up, or those just 

getting started could use a pull down machine or a resistance band 

 7. Lunge
 Anything on one leg would fit here, from a simple step up, though to 

more advanced walking lunges and barbell lunges. 

Your strength or resistance training plan must include all seven of these 
fundamental movements each week. You can include all of them in every 

session, or divide them across two or three sessions depending on the 
amount of time you want to spend in the gym!
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DESIGNING A BEGINNER’S 
STRENGTH PROGRAMME

Including all seven of these fundamental movements in every session gives 
you two key benefits. You’ll spend more time learning the movements, 

building competency and making progress. And if you miss a workout, you 
can get straight back into your schedule.

A typical beginner workout would look like this:

Squat:  Goblet Squat, 4 sets of 8- 10 repetitions

Hinge:  Hip thrust, 4 sets of 10-12 repetitions

Horizontal Push:   Dumbbell bench press, 3 sets of 8-10 repetitions

Horizontal Pull:  TRX Row, 4 sets of 10-12 repetitions

Vertical Push:  Tall kneeling overhead press, 3 sets of 6-8 repetitions

Vertical pull:  resistance band pull down, 4 sets of 10-12 repetitions

Lunge:  Box step up with dumbbells, 3 sets of 8-10 repetitions on each leg

**You will see that there are more repetitions across the week of the 
‘pulling’ exercises than the pushing.  This is to counteract the natural 

internal rotation of the shoulders that so many of us have, especially if we 
spend a lot of time at a computer or driving.

Consistency beats intensity 

When you begin a new workout schedule, focus on movement quality, range 
of motion, and form (rather than trying to add weight).  Increasing your 
weights will come - and when it does it will be that much more satisfying 

when you know your technique is great!
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